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88% are less likely to visit again after a single bad experience. 
46% will leave in frustration due to unclear messaging. 
A positive web experience can increase sales by 19%. 

Key Website Performance Statistics
Here are some statistics that illustrate why your web copy is so
important.

Are you losing business due to ineffective web copy? 

website effectiveness checklist
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How to Improve the 3 Most Important Pages on Your Website

If your website doesn't explain what you do, why prospects
would want it, and what to do next (in a few seconds), you’ll
lose potential customers… and eventually sales. 

So, it's critically important to understand your audience and
make sure your web copy is clear, compelling, and effective.
This checklist will help you identify some of the most common
website mistakes.



 5 questions to ask and answer before creating your web copy:
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 Who is coming to my website? 
 Where are they coming from? 
 Why are they going there? 
 What do they want? 
 What is the best way to engage them? 

Your Homepage
The first thing your visitors see is your homepage. It summarizes your
website, so it's usually the last page you write. But if your copy does
not answer the right questions, the rest of your web pages will suffer
from a lack of visitors. Here are some questions visitors will have
seconds after visiting your URL:

What makes you different and better?

Am I in the right place?

Do you have the solution I'm looking for?

The 3 Most Important Pages on Your Website
Your site may have many pages, but three are critically important.
These are your Home page, Product page, and About page.
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Your Product Page
Your product page is basically a sales page. It must explain your
product’s features and benefits and why your offer is advantageous.

Your copy should include your messaging/positioning, use callouts,
bulleted text, and calls to action. Here a few questions your visitors
will have when visiting your product page:

What are the features and how do they benefit me?

What is the solution?

What is the big overall benefit?

Your About page
Your About page establishes your credibility. Your copy may include your
origin story, executive biographies, testimonials, and more. But what
visitors really want to know, is how this information benefits them. Here
are a few questions your visitors are asking:

How do your qualifications benefit me?

What makes you credible?

Why should I trust you?



If you enjoyed this piece of content, you're
going to like my next eBook too.
This guide reveals the questions your content must
answer to help your prospects buy.
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REMINDER: Derek Little specializes in writing B2B website copy for technology
firms. Need help writing or re-writing your website? Contact Derek for details.

Identify missed opportunities
Overcome challenges that can be fixed
Discover ideas that can be expanded

This free analysis of your website is based on research about what
"really" works online. You get 3 free tips to immediately improve
your results. 
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